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SOME REMARKS ON THE SPECTRUM OF 
TOE LAPLACE-BELTRAMI OPERATOR

Tae Ho Kang

Abstract We study some spectral properties of the Laplace-Beltrami 

operator on compact Riemannian manifolds.

고. Introduction

Let (M, g) be a compact manifold of dimension m with metric tensor 
g. Let △호 = d6 + 6d be the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on the 
space of smooth p-forms. Then we have the spectrum of Ap for each 
Q < p < n

SpecP(M,g) := (0 < 為,》< X2,p • • • T +oo},

where each eigenvalue is repeated according to its multiplicity. Many
authors (e.g.,[1,2,3,5,6,8]) have studied the relationship between the 
spectrum of M and the geometry of M. In this pape호 we shall prove ,

Theorem A Let (A么 g) and be compact Einstein mani
folds with Specp(M,g) = Spe(f(M\g/) for an arbitrary fixed p > 0 
(which implies dimM=dimMf==m). If (m.p) £ {(15,1), (15,2), (16,2),
(15,13),  (15,14), (16,14)} and m(m — 1) — 6p(m — p) ¥ 0, then 
is of constant sectional curvature c if and only if (M‘)矿)is of constant 
sectional curvature d=c.

Corollary Let (A幻 g) be an. m-dimensional compact Einstein 
manifold and (Sm, can) the standard Euclidean sphere. IfSpecp(M7 g)= 
Specp(SmjCan)y then, for those pairs (m,p) listed in Theorem A, (A須,g) 
is isometric with (Sm, can).
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Theorem B. Let (M,g) and (A乙 g‘)be a compact Riemannian 
manifdld with Specp(M, g) = Spe사‘(M'g'、) and (m,p) G {(3,0), (3,1), (15,1),
(3,2),(15,2),  (16,2),(15,13), (15,14), (16,14)}. Then (M浦)is Ein- 
steinian if and only if is Einsteinian.

2. Preliminaries and proofs

For each p < m(=dimM) the Minakshisundaram-Pleijel-Gaffney 
asymptotic expansion for Specp(M, g) is given by

(2.1)
8

価汶一爲，护) = (4混)一끌 [a0,p + ta，i,p T------ F tNaNiP\
CK=0

+ <妙-뜻+1) as t j. 0,

where Qo 仞 Qi 卩,€切 p, •… are numbers which is expressed by ( see cf.
[2,3])'''

(2-2) 皿=O /严

(2-3) m'—61 
al,p = z \6

where a denotes the scalar curvature of M)and for p (0,1,2,3,m — 
l,m}

(2.4) 吋 = "「끼이2+ 另끼坪+쁘킚完篮武 叫

where C、E are the Weyl conformal curvature tensor field and the 
Einstein tensor field respectively on M, dM denotes the volume element 
of M and
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Pi := Pi(m,p) = 2m4 — (30p+12)m3 + (210p2 — 30p + 22)m2
-(360护 一 3(也2 + 12)m + 180p4,

jFh ：= RSs?) = - 2m4 + (180但 + 18)m3 — (900p2 + 120p + 40)m2
+ (1440护 + i20p2 + 24(也 + 24)m 一 720护—240p2,

P3 := = 5m4 一 (60p + 12)m3 + (240p2 + 6Qp + 13)m2
一(360疣 + gQp2 _|_ QQp + 6)m + 180护 + 60?七

—(M)

360p(p — l)(m — p)(m — p ™ 1)

For p € (0,1,2,3,m — 1, m}, the formula (2.4) is transformed into 
the following form ;

(2.5)
。f [0|이2 + 竺二細1꾀2 + (끄尹守)Q应] dM, 
Jm m - 2 m(m-l)

where for z = 1,2,3
(i) if p — 0, then

360, 0 = 0 ㈣=m(m —l)(m - 2)(m-3)，

(ii) if p = 1, then

"=爲 0 = 0(m)=伽―1)當'*3—3)，

(iii) if p = 2, then
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3- 1 o -Q(m)- P1(m,2)-
2 x 360，— —

(iv) if p = 3, then

6x 360, 0 = 0(m) - m — 3 '

(v) ifp = m~ 1, then

乃 = 嘉 2 = 이冲 = - 3)5

(vi) itp — m, then

C 1 c P人 m,m)
'=藏 0 = 0伽)=

Remark 1. (i) The sign of the coefficients of |(7|2, |Ej2 and a2 m 
the formula (2.5) are respectively determined by the polynomials P'P》 
and P3.
(ii) Assume that SpecP(M, g) = Spec?(M\gf). Then dimA/ = dimMf 
is derived from (2 1)

From now on we shall write (2.4) and (2.5) in the following form ;

하사｝

(2'6)= 〃/M ［이이2 + 客此时 + (竺긦母의，y dM,

where 7 is either a or 0, and R% is either Pz or Qz (i = 1,2,3).

if

Remark 2. (1) The equation 

m(m — 1) — 6p(m — p) = 0 if and only if u

0 if and only

2 — 12v2 = 1,

where m = u — p = —-一一 ± m The least solutions are (s©)=
(7,2),  (97,28), (1351,390),…，which give (m,p) = (6,1),(6,5), (96,20),
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(96,76)・・•.
(ii) The polynomial R\ has the only solutions (m,p) = (15,1), (15,2),
(16,2),(15,13),(15,14),(16,14)  (cf.[4])

Proof of theorem A Since M and Mf (dimM=dimM'=m) are 
Einstein manifolds, E = 0 = E\ and cr, af are constants. By Remark 
2(i) and (2.3), we have cr = af. (2.6) with Specp{M,g) = Spe상矿) 
yields

[ Ri|이希M= [ R^C,^dM' 
JM JMf

But f。호 (以，但) ((15,1), (15,2), (16,2), (15,13), (15,14), (16,14)},
Rl 尹 0 (Remark 2(ii)). Hence C = 0 if and only if Cf = 0. In 
particular, for m — 3 i.e.T C = 0 = C‘ the statement still holds. 
Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem B. Assume that (M,g) is Emsteiman, i e., 
E = 0. Then, (2.6) implies that

(2-6)
[ [끄二淑이끼a* J屿의 ,2]疵，

Lm-2 - 1) 」

_ [伽一2)(m — 3) R 宀&
Jm — 1)

because, for (m,p) 6 ((3,0), (3,1), (15,1), (3,2), (15,2), (16, 2), (15,13),
(15,14),  (16,14)}, 一位=0 or C = 0. It follows from (2 3) and a = con
stant that
(2.7) / 쉬2 dM' > [ a2 dM

Jm Jm
More。沖 fo호 (m,p) e {(3,0), (3,1), (15,1), (3,2), (15,2), (16,2), (15,13),

(15,14),  (16,14)},

(2.8) > 0 and R3 > 0.

From (2.6) 〜 (2.8), we conclude 난iat \E1^ = 0, which implies that 
(M? 0) is Einstemian. Q E.D
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Remark 3. Theorem A is an improvement of Theorem 3.2 in [3]. 
For p — 0 this theorem was studied in [5]. Theorem B for p = 1,2 was 
also studied in [7] and [8] respectively.
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